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Global Market commentary 

 

In June, the central banks came to the rescue.  Stocks rallied strongly during the 

month as the S&P 500 Index ended the quarter near all-time highs.  Falling interest 

rates and the hope for reduced trade tensions between the U.S. and China fuelled 

the growth.  The Fed shifted to a dovish outlook and indicated that “the case for 

somewhat more accommodative policy has strengthened.” Other central banks also 

sent strong easing signals as global economic data continued to weaken.  The U.S. 

stock markets rebounded in June which helped push global stocks higher for the 

quarter.  U.S. equities continued to outperform other markets. 

  

U.S. bonds have enjoyed a strong run as a softer outlook for growth and subdued in-

flation kept hopes alive for lower rates in the future.  At its June meeting, the Fed left 

rates unchanged but sent a message that it stands ready to cut rates to combat 

economic headwinds.  Yields on 10-year Treasuries fell to about 2.0%.   

  

Concern about the downside risks to the economic outlook lead to ECB president 

Mario Draghi saying that monetary policy would be loosened unless the economy 

improves.  He tried to convince the markets that the ECB still has plenty of ammuni-

tion left if further QE is required and that interest rates could fall even further into neg-

ative territory if needed. 

  

Trade talks between the U.S. and China broke down in May after months of discus-

sions.  However, the much-anticipated meeting between President Trump and Presi-

dent Xi Jinping at the recent Tokyo G-20 Summit led to a ‘truce.’ Neither side would 

increase tariffs and China committed to purchase more U.S. goods.  This was very sim-

ilar to the ‘truce’ reached seven months ago at the G-20 Summit in Buenos Aires.  It’s 

hard to call this progress.    

 

Tariff uncertainty continues to drag on global trade and business confidence.  Recent 

surveys show that the manufacturing sector is declining in most Asian countries.  U.S. 

manufacturing is growing modestly.  But other cyclical sectors like housing, construc-

tion and auto sales are falling.  Actual trade deals that provide certainty to business 

are needed to allow global growth to pick up. 

  

We are cautious about our growth outlook as trade disputes lead to a wider range of 

potential economic and market outcomes.  The market has been willing to ignore the 

bad economic data in the hope that central bank stimulus will help avoid a reces-

sion.  If the data remains weak, delivery of the hoped for stimulus seems highly likely.  

Whether the stimulus will be enough to extend what is now the longest economic ex-

pansion in history, only time will tell. 

  

This has led us to become modestly more defensive while still favouring selected com-

panies with attractive growth prospects, free cash flow and solid balance sheets.  In 

particular we like stocks that pay a high and rising dividend in this uncertain environ-

ment.   
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"The stock market is 

filled with individuals 

who know the price 

of everything, but 

the value of noth-

ing."  

 

- Phillip Fisher 



Local Market Commentary 

 

In South Africa, the JSE-FTSE All Share Index (“All Share”) is up 12.1% year to date, aided by strong perfor-

mance from a number of the dual listed shares and shares that are listed on the JSE but are not driven by 

the SA economy, and also helped by some very strong performance from the resource counters.   

 

Bonds had a good month with yields strengthening slightly, real yields remain high and are providing clients 

with a real return with lower risk. 

 

Notwithstanding “Ramaphoria” and his new smaller cabinet, local shares have struggled. The SA economy 

is trapped in a cycle of low growth and high unemployment. Every day we read about companies that 

are retrenching workers and if this trend continues, we are looking at a major crisis in South Africa. SA inc 

companies have struggled, and earnings growth has been low.   Unless there are positive changes, we see 

this trend continuing. 

 

With interest rates around the world going lower and negative, in SA the lower growth environment has 

seen imports decline and there has been an improvement in commodity prices.  This has led to an im-

provement in our trade balance. This together with the low interest rate environment and low inflation has 

provided us with a stronger rand despite our economic malaise. 
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      Insights 

John Maynard Keynes wrote, “Worldly wisdom teaches 

that it is better for reputation to fail conventionally than 

to succeed unconventionally.” The profound wisdom 

of Keynes’s statement reaches into every nook and 

cranny of the investment world. Slavishly following con-

ventional wisdom proves unwise, as the frequently trod 

path often leads to disappointment. Taking a well-

considered unconventional approach generally 

proves sensible, as the less-travelled route provides 

greater opportunity for success.  

As investment managers with many years experience, 

we often feel that we are conflicted with our investors. 

What we mean by this is that when we are enthusiastic 

and excited about opportunities because the stock 

market is cheap, our investors are nervous and skittish, 

and in contrast when the market is rising, our investors 

are ecstatic and optimistic while we are cautious and 

nervous.  Our experience has taught us that bull mar-

kets eventually do bring volatility and risk, while bear 

markets bring opportunity.  Rather than being caught 

up in the moment, we have found that we need to be 

focused on what the future may bring for the compa-

nies we own.  Our approach is to understand what the 

true value of each of the companies we own is, while 

not allowing the market to determine our investment 

decisions. Our philosophy is to buy quality businesses 

and hold them for the long-term. 

Because of this perspective, we often find it difficult to 

understand why long-term investors get so concerned 

when the market is down like it was in December 2018. 

From our perspective as long-term investors, short-term 

price volatility seems totally irrelevant. Why? The an-

swer is simple; if we do not intend to sell our stocks to-

day, or for that matter for many years to come, why 

should we worry about what the prices of the stocks 

are at present? Nevertheless, a falling stock market 

causes a significant amount of investor angst which 

often leads to bad decisions being made.  Further-

more, this worry seems irrelevant to us when the stocks 

we own continue to grow earnings and dividends. 

People tend to be overly concerned about the perfor-

mance of their portfolios based solely on the quoted 

share price, even when the underlying businesses in 

their portfolios are performing well.  

The question we are often asked is, what makes a 

company one of quality. One of the first definitions we 

use relates to Warren Buffett’s concept of an 

“economic moat”.  This refers to a long-term durable 

competitive advantage that allows a company to 

earn higher profits over time even when faced with 

economic downturns or competition.  At Platinum Port-

folios we aim to identify good quality stocks trading at 

reasonable prices.  We look for businesses that are ca-

pable of compounding value for many years into the 

future.  We believe that by buying these superior, quali-

ty businesses at below our fair value price, it gives us a 

margin of safety and a good chance of achieving su-

perior returns in the long term. 

So, when clients ask us what we think is going to hap-

pen to the stock market next week or next year, we 

can only comment that it will continue to fluctuate as 

it always has.  But we need to keep in mind that it is in 

truth a market of stocks and not a stock market – as 

not all stocks in the market are the same. It is for that 

reason it is important to consider how well the compa-

nies in your portfolio are doing before worrying about 

the quoted price. 

 

Succeeding Unconventionally 
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      Report back on  our funds 

All our funds ended top quartile in their relevant ASISA sectors over the last 5 years as at end June 2019 for the 

first time since we launched our funds.  This is the best overall relative performance we have had across our 

entire fund range since the launch of our funds.    

 

We have made no changes to our underlying managers or asset allocation during the quarter.  

  

The Platinum BCI Worldwide Flexible fund  

 

The fund had a  good  quarter and ended up +2.64%. In an environment where the US treasury made a U turn 

and this sent US yields sharply lower, The US dollar was weaker on the view that the upward interest rate cycle 

in the USA is over.  This change was good for stocks and the lower US yield caused the rand to strengthen by 

3.6% during the quarter.  

 

The leading contributors for the quarter were :  Walt Disney,  Aflac and Microsoft which were up over ten per-

cent during the quarter. The worst performing Stocks that delivered a negative return for the quarter were 

AbbVie, Intel and Discovery. AbbVie was weaker and also in the news for purchasing Allergan for 63 Billion USD. 

Its our view that the purchase of Allergan puts the company in a dominant position in the $8 Billion plus market 

for Botox and other beauty drugs. AbbVie has been under pressure to replace its “cash cow” Humira as its pa-

tent lapses in 2023. We consider the purchase a good fit as Botox is not patent-protected; its recipe is trade-

marked which makes it everlasting. 

 

In the current environment the fund is well positioned with a good exposure to enhanced yield in South Africa 

which we believe will provide a buffer against currency movements and provides our clients a good yield in a 

very low yield environment globally.   The US economy has recorded the longest period of expansion since 

1854 according to the US National Bureau of research, the US yield curve has remained inverted and we  re-

main conservatively positioned in all our funds due to the very late cycle bull market and the signals that we 

are monitoring. 

  

The Platinum BCI Balanced Fund of funds  

 

The Fund had a muted quarter after a good start in 2019. This was mainly due to the strengthening of the rand. 

All our underlying equity managers struggled during the quarter. The worst performing equity fund was the Al-

lan Gray Equity fund – their performance was in line with other value managers who were also negative.  Sa-

sol’s’ disappointing update on its US operations did not help either. The best performing equity fund was the 

Investec Equity  fund that was up 1.32% for the quarter.    

 

Our enhanced managers have performed well during the quarter. The best performer  was the Prescient En-

hanced Income provider. 

 

We are currently re assessing our exposure to one of our managers and should we make a change our we will 

report back on any changes at our next review. 

  

The Platinum BCI Income Provider Fund of funds  

 

The Fund had a good second quarter and ended up 1.45%.  The Income fund’s equity exposure has remained 

under weight and the property exposure is still low at 3.29%. We have maintained an underweight equity expo-

sure due to the fund’s exposure to the enhanced yield which continues to provide our income fund clients with 

a return above the funds benchmark of CPI + 2 without taking on too much risk.  

 

 

  

  

 



      Report back on  our funds 

 

The Global Managed fund USD  

 

Although the fund is conservatively positioned, it managed to slightly outperform the MSCI World Index USD 

and delivered a return for the quarter of 3.56%.  The top contributors to the performance were Microsoft, Star-

bucks, Apple and Disney and the detractors to the performance were Intel, AbbVie, Amgen and BAT. 

 

Microsoft became the third “Trillion-dollar “company in history earlier in the quarter.  The revolution that this 

company has experienced under the leadership of CEO Satya Nadella has been impressive.  Microsoft has 

transformed itself from old tech into one of the most exciting investment opportunities in the technology sector.  

Additionally, Microsoft shares offer not only reliably increasing income supported by one of the largest corpo-

rate cash hoards, but also strong top-line growth prospects via its multiple leading positions in secular growth 

markets and sustainable bottom-line growth due to its strong cash flows, high margins, and shift towards the 

service space. However, with the shares making all-time highs its valuation makes it a hold for us.  

 

 Pharmaceutical stocks continue to come under pressure in the coming election year due to the political tur-

moil over the whole healthcare industry, especially Big Pharma stocks and prescription drug prices.  AbbVie 

has entered into an agreement to acquire Allergan.  This would diversify the company’s exposure away from 

Humira. We feel that the deal is a good strategic move for AbbVie.  AbbVie expects that the acquisition would 

add 10% to adjusted earnings per share in the first full year following the close.  The acquisition still must get 

through the FTC. 

 

We added United Parcel Service during the quarter. UPS is one of the world’s leading package and supply 

chain management companies.  They have been heavily investing into improving efficiency and scale to han-

dle the continued growth of e-commerce. We felt that the stock offers a strong dividend yield and attractive 

valuation.  If debt remains manageable, UPS could be a successful investment over the coming years.  Addi-

tionally, we placed a portion of our cash into Coronation global strategic USD Income fund.  The fund is utilized 

as an alternative to US dollar bank deposits.  It is returning 2.5% p.a. and has outperformed US dollar cash by 

1.5% p.a. (after fees) since launch in December 2011. 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________________ 



        Stock in Focus   

• With the Fed hitting the pause button, there is a renewed search for yield, and some investors are heading 

back to corporate bonds. 

• In our opinion, it is a much better option to look for reasonably valued blue-chip companies that pay good 

dividends.  At least, these companies have some pricing power that hedges inflation. 

• An example one of these companies that we own is Unilever. 

• Our long-term return expectations for Unilever are modest. We are targeting returns in the mid to high-single 

digits, but that is still better than corporate bonds. 

• If you have recently used Knorr products, taken a shower with Dove soap, or applied some Axe deodorant, 

then you are one of Unilever's 2.5B customers. 

 

The strength of its brands, the number and diversity of its customers, its strong balance sheet, and the fact that it is 

a well-managed company make Unilever one of the best blue-chip companies in the world. 

 

 
 

When comparing an investment in Corporate bonds to shares in Unilever the difference for us is that Unilever can 

raise prices, grow the business, reinvest part of the earnings, and it, therefore, has the potential to provide some 

capital appreciation. 

 

For the next few years, we believe Unilever can realistically provide mid to high single-digit returns. This assumes 3% 

from the dividend and 5% earnings per share growth. This level of earnings growth could be attained with 3% sales 

growth and a 1-2% boost from operating leverage and margin expansion. In 2018, the company increased earn-

ings by 5.2% despite significant currency headwinds; however, a big share buyback did partially offset the im-

pact. 

 

Unilever has also been doing some interesting bolt-on acquisitions, which, we believe, will help achieve the sales 

growth targets. Most of these acquired brands are growing quickly, have a very loyal customer base, and are 

deeply committed to environmental sustainability. These acquisitions include, among others, Seventh Generation, 

Dermalogica, and The Laundress.  Additionally the consumer staple sector is certainly less exposed to the cycles in 

the global economy, trade wars, etc., and by being a dividend paying stock, it also should be considered less 

sensitive to changes in interest rates in comparison with long-duration assets such as non-dividend paying stocks. 

 

In conclusion:  In an environment where central banks are signaling, they will probably not increase rates much 

further, we think that Unilever shares will provide an excellent balance of income and growth for investors, with an 

opportunity to beat the market by achieving around an 8% total return, with lower-than-market risk. Should a re-

cession or an unexpected hike in interest rates provide a better buying opportunity in the overall market or in Uni-

lever in particular, being able to reinvest dividends at higher rates of return, and enjoying more buyback-led-

growth for the same money, should provide some of the necessary comfort that is required to hold on to stocks 

during market downturns. 

The Renewed Search for Yield 

Contact: Platinum Portfolios (Pty) Ltd, +27 11 262 4820,  www.platinumportfolios.com.     Authorised Discretionary Financial Services 

Provider:  FSP 641 
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